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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day,
And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided after
the shipment.Paperback Pages Number: 302 Language:
Simplified Chinese Publisher: China Communications Press; 1st
edition (January 1. 2004). Book for the various diseases of the
bridge and categorized for analysis. research from more than
discussed in terms of the principle of the causes and treatment
of disease occurrence. detailed description of the bridge
strengthening methods. and discusses the use of modern
building materials to repair the old bridge reinforcement and
modification technologies to restore the vitality of the past.
main elements: a bridge common repair of defects and
disease. quality testing and load tests. defects and cracks in the
upper and lower structural reinforcement and renovation.
seismic reinforcement method. the maintenance and
renovation of the bridge deck system. book is rich in content.
the close combination of the actual bridge engineering; in the
analysis for each type of bridge strengthening and
transformation of a topic. list the corresponding instance of
the last set up a special chapter brings together the typical
bridge reinforcement. calculation and testing of integrated
instance. for the reader is referred to and learn from. This
book tertiary...
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This type of book is everything and taught me to hunting ahead of time and more. It is actually rally interesting throgh
looking at time period. You can expect to like just how the article writer write this publication.
-- Mur phy Pr ice-- Mur phy Pr ice

Definitely one of the best ebook We have possibly go through. It usually does not charge a lot of. I am just pleased to
inform you that this is actually the greatest ebook i have got study in my own lifestyle and may be he greatest
publication for actually.
-- Ms. Pa tsy D'Am or e III--  Ms. Pa tsy D'Am or e III
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